Constitutional Super Heroes
The three branches are the “super heroes” of our nation’s government. They each have powers, weaknesses and their own
origin stories. Today you will create a super hero based on one of the three branches. The super hero you create will then
battle against other super heroes from the other branches to determine which branch was the most powerful. It is important
that you include all the relevant powers of your branch so you win!

Instructions
1.

Write an inventive name for your hero that symbolizes something about your branch.
You may focus on one part of the branch. Write this in bold comic book style across the
top of your paper.

2.

Use one of the provided templates or your own design to create your super hero.
1.
Design and color a uniform appropriate for your branch
2.
Include a symbol or logo on the uniform to represent the branch.

3.

Using pictures, symbols and words show some of the powers of your branch around
your super hero.

4.

Using pictures, symbols and words show at least one weakness of your branch around
your super hero.

5.

Create a slogan/saying that your super hero would say (such as the Hulk saying “you
wouldn’t like me when I’m angry”) that relates to your branch.

6.

Include a team or sidekick who would support your branch (think about the members of
the branch). This can be drawn or written on your page.

7.

Fill in the background of your page by creating a lair for your superhero themed around
the powers of the branch.
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Branch Battles
1. To prepare for battle complete
this chart using your book,
your branch guides, or the
Constitution.

The
Executive
Branch

Checks and
Balances

The
Legislative
Branch

The
Judicial
Branch

2. Write a brief summary of the powers that your partner’s hero has.

3. Write a brief explanation of how your heroes powers could overcome those of your partner’s hero.

4. Write a short narrative imagining a battle between your two heroes. Make sure it is both entertaining and historically
accurate.

